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Equus to open at GSU
EQUUS, one of the decade's
most powerful dramas, will
open
at Governors State
Friday,
on
University
November 10 at 8 p.m. in the
Drama Workshop. Additional
performances are November
11, 17 and 18. Tickets are now
available at the university
cashier's office. Reservations
can be made by telephone (5345000 ext. 2449). General ad
mission is $2.00, non-GSU
students, alumni and seniors
are $1.00.
One
of
Chicago's most
respected directors, Ted Liss,
has been brought in by the GSU
Theatre program to direct this
award-winning play by Peter
Shaffer. After a long run in
London, the play was a smash
hit in New York and was held
over for extra performances in
most of the major cities (in
cluding Chicago) when it toured
this country a few years ago.
What is it about this play that
has attracted so much at
tention?
Well,
audiences
around the world seem to have
responded to the play because
of its outrageous psycholo�cal
complexity, the theatncal
device of "human horses" and,
in a very special sense, the use
of nudity on the stage as a
genuine, inoffen.sive attempt �t
artistic expressiOn of dramatic
struc!ure.
The story of the play is taken
from a real incident that oc
curred in England when a
young man blinded six horses in
the stable at which he worked.
The Shaffer play is a theatrical
the
explain
to
attempt
of
frame
psychologic al
reference for such an incident
(hypothetical, of course) and in
the process to comment at large
about the whole idea of what is
commonly referred to as
"emotional stability." The
relationship that develops in the
Shaffer play between the
psychiatrist (Martin Dysart,
played by John Schroeder) and
the patient (Alan Strang, played
by John Montana) is charged
with wonder and suspense and
one cannot always tell who is
treating whom for what. �e
play action seethes . -:v•th
rehg1ous
of
overtones
fanaticism, sexual frustration
(in •he most pathetic sense) and
moral responsibility.
Audiences have been par
ticularly impressed with the
presentation of the horses in the
form of humans (actors playing
horses with only a minimal
suggestion of "costum�"). �e
skill of the actors usmg therr
bodies
to
express
the
movements and the rhythms of
the horses has fascinated
theatre-goers. In a play studded
with scenes of heavy and
powerful dialogue, the horses
with their non-verbal par
ticipation stand as brilliantly
conceived counterpoint to the
flow of the main action. GSU's
EQUUS features horses which
carefully
been
have
choreographed and played by
Tom Love, Suzanne Brown,
Paul Swanson, Gerald Thomp
son and Tony Martinez.
Back in the sixties when the
rock-musical HAIR opened on
Broadway, it marked the first
appearance of completely nude
actors on the Broadway stage.

Since that time nlldlty on stage
has become rather passe and
shock for socio-political pur
poses is no longer a factor on the
American stage. However,
during the past decade because
several plays have included
nudity in the form of rather
explicit sexual relations which
have often bordered on the
pornographic, many people
have come mistakenly to
associate "nudity" on the stage
with offensive "pornography."
Nothing could be less true of
the nude scene in EQUUS. Peter
Shaffer is not an exploiter of
sexuality and eroticism as a
means of box-office success for
his plays. Instead director Ted
Liss is quite emphatic when he
points out that the "stripping
down" process is a beautifully
conceived artisitic expression
of the play's thematic structure
and one that, in the final
analysis, provides the strongest
validity
for
the
play's
psychological
frame
of
reference. "It is a tribute to the
play's artistic integrity," says
Liss, "that audience and
critical reaction to the nudity in
this play has been over
whelmingly positive."
The GSU production will be
seen in a three-sided theatrical
environment designed and lit by
David A. Reeve, Professor of
Theatre, and executed by GSU
theatre students under the
supervision of Vaughn Van
Dolah, assistant to Professor
Reeve.
The GSU production of
EQUUS brings together a
variety of performers from the
university, the community and
professional theatre st�dents
from Chicago. Included m the
cast not already mentioned,
'
are Sandra Mcintyre, Bill
Hurley, Debbi Reed , Alexandra
Cichon, Ginny Suggett and
Robert Alexander.

Play opens
Peter Shaffer's Tony Award winning play, "Equus," will be
presented at Governors State University November HH1 and 17-18
at 8 p.m.
.
Tickets are $2 for adults and $1 for students. Reservations may be
made by telephoning 312-534-5000, X2119, after 10 a.m. on week
days.
.
The cast includes five men and four women w1th a chorus.
"Equus" is an electrifying journey in the mind ?f a young stable
boy who has plunged a steel spike into the eyes of SIX horses.
As the psychiatrist explores the young boy's tortured psyche, he
begins to peel away the layers o torment.
.
The final confrontation results m a shattenng exposure of the
boy's mind and body, leaving the doctor to ponde� � is own role to
his patient and the distortions forced on both the spmt and soul by a
"civilized" society.
.
The play is directed by a guest artist, �ed L1ss. ex�ubve
.
director of the Ted Liss Studio of the Performmg Arts m �h1ca�o.
w1th
studied
has
director,
Liss who calls himself a teaching
an in Chicago, Group theater in New York, Royal academy
in London and Max Reinhardt in Hollywood.
Outside f his many acting experiences in radio, film,. �V, a�d
stage, he has directed numerous productions for .televiSIOn, m
cluding a Peabody award winner for CBS and a var1ety of theater
productions around the Chicagoland area.
Many of his former students are working as professional actors
in film, TV, and stage.
·

�

.

�

·

�

Japanese Scholar Visits

Horses and actors wiD be part
of the scenery at Equus, to be
presented Nov. 10.11 and 17·18
at GSU.

Alcoholism Research
New Research on women
alcoholics will be presented by
Marjorie Jacobs, C.A.C., of
South Suburban Council on
Alcoholism at their seventh
annual seminar on alcoholism
to be held at the Holiday Inn, 180 and Halsted Streets, Harvey,
IL. on Friday, November 17,
1978, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Cost for the registration will be
$12.50 including luncheon, $8.50
registration only.
Mrs . Jacobs will give the
results of a recent survey
among
recovered
women
alcoholics in the Chicago area.
She will also present the
problems of women living with
alcoholic husbands and how
they learn to build their own
resources
and
become
productive
persons.
Mrs.
Jacobs conducts several groups
for both alcoholic women and
spouses of alcoholics each week
and has been very effective in
helping these women to find
themselves.
"The Holistic Approach to the
Study of Alcoholism" will be
presented as part of the all day
seminar by Kenneth Van Doren,
M.A., Linda Jones and Ann Fry,

M.S.W. of Governors' �tate
University. Mr. Van Doren is
university
professor
of
alcoholism sciences at GSU,
Linda Jones is coordinator of
sciences
the
alcoholism
program at GSU and Ann Fry
teaches counseling related
courses both at the un
dergraduate and graduate level
at GSU.
Another topic that will be
explored will be "The Need for,
and Overcoming Resistance to,
Half Way Houses in the Com
munity". A panel consisting of
Rev. Phillip Johnson, Samuel
Woodson and Donna Palmer of
the residence and C. Calhoun of
the Joliet Half Way House will
address the problems that arise
when half way houses are
mentioned in communities.
There is a great need for half
way houses in the south
suburban area to aid the
alcoholic in a full treatment
program.
Anyone wishing further in
formation
regarding
this
seminar, please contact Shirley
Sisson, program coordinator,
SSCA, 2448 Western Avenue,
Park Forest, IL. or telephone
333-4357 or 747-1234.

The GSU community. had the privilege and opportunity of
hearing a special lecture by a visiting scholar from Japan, Dr.
Takehida Kawashima. Dr. Kawashima spoke on Communication
and Education in Japan on November 6, in Engbretson Hall.
Dr. Kawashima is a professor of speech at Tokyo University of
Education. He is presently a member of the Board of Directors of
the Phonetic Society of Japan, Vice President of the Com
munication Association of the Pacific, and a member of the
Legislative Council of the U.S. Speech-Communication Association.
He has published many books and articles in the area of rhetoric
and public speaking, phonetics, speech disorder, and speech
communication education.
Dr. Kawashirp.a has a personal relationship with our university
since he is a former student of Dr. Goodman-Malamuth at
California State University - Long Beach. Our president, along with
the faculty of the Communication Science Program, invited him to
our campus on his way back to Japan after attending the annual
conference of the Speech-Communication Association in Min
neapolis.
Dr. Kawashima discussed Japanese higher education in general
and the speech-communication education programs. He answered
questions from the audience regarding Japan, its educational
system, and its people.

Theology for Lunch
"Theology
for
Lunch"
Wednesday
series
for
November and December at
Governors State University.
November
8--"Aging
as
Growing," Ms. Donna Cham
bers, Region II, Area Agency on
Aging, Kankakee.
15--"Curative
November
Charms of the Yaka of South
west Zaire," Arthur Bourgeois,
Ph.D. candidate, College of
Cultural Studies, GSU.
November
22-" Adolescent
Alcoholism," Peter Palanca,
South Suburban Council on
Alcoholism, Park Forest.
November 29--''Economic
Development," V .K.C. Lieb
scher,
Ph.D.,
university
professor, College of Business
and Public Service, GSU.
December
6--"Computer
Marriages," Harriest Gross,

Ph.D., university professor,
College of Cultural Studies,
GSU.
December 13-"Paranormal
Senses," Ms. Virginia W.
Samdahl, Reiki master, Park
Forest.
December
2G-"Symbolism
for Christmas," Anthony Wei,
Ph.D., university professor,
College of Cultural Studies,
GSU.
The ecumenical Campus
Ministries council is sponsor of
the "bring your own brown-bag
lunch" sessions from noon to 1
p.m. in room E-1105, except for
the November 15 session, which
will be in the media dome.
Hosts are Fr. Joseph Stalzer
and Pastor Elmer Witt. Campus
office hours are each week,
telephone (312)534-5000, X2139.

Earn 12%

AUiliORS'
.....rc ••....,. ... 1M".
407 S DEARBORN • ROOM 600
CHICAGO. ILL b0605

(31Z) 9ZI-e3M

All rntllettals lOki for

....,en ..,a,stance only

,

Heritage Olympia Bank

Joe Orr Road & D1X1e H1ghway
Olymp1a Plaza. Ch1cago Heights.
Ill. 60411
Member F.D.I.C., Call (312) 7552214

G

Lend $500- 3000
for real estate
good collateral
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G.S. U. photographer's exhibit exudes creative genius
By Leslie Faison

"Art in Photography," a M.A.
degree exhibit produced by
Jacob K. Liao of ICC, was
displayed in the CCS Lounge
Gallery recently.
As an artist-photographer,
Mr. Liao says he "...must be
technically
expert
in
photographic skills, creative
and able to express the topic of
the picture as well as un
derstand and investigate the
different art elements. In the
same vein, I have found that art
can be produced by using light
to imitate drawings, sculptures
and paintings."
The 36, 16x20, black and
white, photographs depicted
everyday life, structures, ob
jects, natural settings, human
expressions and studio por
traitures.
Innovative
ap
plications
of
darkroom
techniques were
used
to
enhance line detail in unique
ways. The results were relief,
woodcut, oil painting, sculpture
and air brush effects or illusions
in the masterpieces developed.
Technical processes applied
to
render
the
fine
art
photographs
were
relief,
solarization, air brush and tone
line.
Needed in the relief process is
a high contrast negative. First a
selected negative is made
positive. Then a heavy or light
exposure is applied for the
desired effect. The positive and
its original are sandwiched,
leaving a displacement of 1-32 of
an inch and they are enlarged.
After this, the process is
repeated until the relief or
sculpture-like effect is created.
"C a m p u s
R e l a x a t i o n ,"
"Country Site· and "Summer"
were three such photographs
demonstrating relief.
Liao states that the most
versatile of the techniques,
solarization, is accomplished in
the following manner: "After
completing the process men
tioned above, I fix, wash and
dry the film in the order
presented. Outlines of the
subject can be seen and one will
notice that the film has many
white spots. I touch up these
spots with opaque ink as needed
and the result is a picture that
has most of the distracting
details removed, thus creating
a highly textured work of art."
Using solarization, pencil and
pen drawing, oil painting and
block printing techniques are
among the many effects I can
simulate."
A silvery sheen highlights the
photographs.
"W e a t h e r
Change," "Obsolete," "Ob
solete Gathering," "Chairs,"
"Tone Line Technique" and
"Independent
Day"
were
examples of the
use
of
solarization. Employing a
solarization method without
overlapping it on the original
negative, he created a line
sketch effect in "Off Work," a
photograph taken from a height
showing workers on ground
level rushing home.
For "Obsolete" Liao chose
the same slide or negative for
two variations. He extended the
time limit for light application
in the developing process to
achieve a different aspect in the
second "Obsolete" photograph.
An old locomotive engine was
the subject.
In "Love Scene" the same
negative was also used twice to
diversify expression. For this
instance, a small grove of tall
trees was photographed.
About the two photographs
Liao relates, ''After solarization
one became positive, the other
negative, but their contents
revealed different qualities for
this work. The white one is a
simulated pencil drawing,
expressing feeling f or line.
Number 11 ("Night Scene") is
more like a woodcut relief and
brings out the night scene
perceived by me."
His best images are obtained
•

through good lighting, but, most
importantly, Liao reiterates,
one must be technically expert
at grasping and executing
visual art principles.
"Air brush techniques usually
need high speed and slightly
over exposed films," the gifted
artist explains. The film is
developed in high temperature
that creates a rough film
quality.
To make the film appear
ambiguous, the negative is
changed into a positive, then
back to a negative and so on
back and forth until the con
dition is met. "Prayer" and
"Portrait," (the latter in which
a young girl sits at a table
smiling winsomely, her elbow
on it and her face resting
against her hand} are air brush
photographs.
Both
are
photographs of paintings.
"Similar to solarization, tone
line covers the sandwiched
positive and negative with two
pieces of glass Cclamped},"
Liao stipulates. He turns on
light for as long as necessary
and the film is developed.
"Web
Form"
(1
&
2)
resembles a spider's web or
insect nest. "Actually," the
engaging
photographer
describes, "it was a broken
window. With the help of a boy
holding a piece of black cloth
behind the window, I was able to
capture the picture. By using
tone line technique in the
darkroom, each line became
doubled, adding to the special
effect."
Mr. Liao expresses mood with
what he calls High and Low
Key. Spring, summer, hap
piness, youth and welcome are
High Key values, while Low
Key exemplify grief, sunset and
old age. One state is light, the
other dark, respectively.
Photographs of a pigeon
sitting on an apple branch were
produced
from one
slide
representing both attitudes.
" High Key" featured a white
background behind the pigeon.
For the element in "Low Key,"
he added a screen in the
developing process and the
subject was pictured starkly.
The background - black resembled
a
somber
at
mosphere, one of low energy.
Using Low Key to express
sadness, Liao chose an aged
man smoking a cigarette. The
subject's resigned appearance
was accentuated in a skillful
manner, in which black, white
and grey shades resolved
gently.
Liao says photography and
drawings can be related to
emphasize design and devices
in shape. Balance and harmony
in composition are taken into
consideration in order to delete
and-or specify horizontal,
vertical, diagonal, wavy, cir
cular or uneven lines. Hidden
lines, artistically wrought, are
more dramatic than obvious
ones, Liao claims. A photograph
of a partially demolished
, building . in Chicago Heights,
entitled "About to Finish," was
representative of line study.
His interest and experience
date back to an art course taken
in high school and a stint in the
Chinese army during the 1940's.
Serving as an artillery captain,
he saw scenic spots- The Great
Wall, Confucious' birth place
and ancient dynasty palaces and became motivated to
produce artistically.
He did pencil sketches of the
historic spots and later studied
Chinese paintings by famous
artists.
"Their special style of
painting,
their
ways
or
representing
live
objects
vividly, their excellent com
position expressed through a
variety of special skills gave me
valuable inspiration," Liao
comments.
In 1953 he entered the Hong
Kong Lutheran Theological
Seminary to begin his artist-

photographer career. After
receiving a B.D. degree from
there in mass communication,
he prepared educational and
evangelistic filmstrips for the
Joint Lutheran Audio-Visual
Production Committee. In time
Mr. Liao recognized that though
many factors were required to
produce, present and explain
material, the visual portion
most
profoundly
affected
viewers.
Working as a
research
photographer in 1969 for the
University of Chicago Depart
ment
of
Geophysics,
he
produced time-lapse motion
pictures
taken
by
ATS
<geosynchronous> Satellite and
Apollo spaceships.
Observing
p h o t o g r a p hy
applied to a new field in an
innovative manner for three
years, Liao was impressed.
However, he sought a truly
creative outlet and, in 1971,
came to G.S U., entering the
BOG program in art. He earned
a B.A. degree.
In 1973 he registered for
courses her e in painting,
drawing, art history, ceramics,
sculpture and others related to
art.
The "Art in Phot':lgraphy"
exhibit culminates his M.A.
degr�e studies. Liao commends
the G.S.U. Visual Arts program,
including
seminars
and
demonstration-lectures with
providing encouragement and
added impetus.
He concludes, "Career-wise, I
see my future as an artist
photographer of photographer
artist. I will continue to practice
privately as well as perhaps
work for institutions and-or
corporations doing research. I
also plan to be as active as
I)()SSible with my exhibits."

Mr. Jacob Liao displays "Low

Key."

Photo by Kevin Corcoran

At the Helm

How about dinner out tonight?
by Beverly Helm

We did a foolish thing last
night and sad to say it wasn't
the first time. Everytime we do
it we swear never again, but the
human memory is weak. It
refuses to hold a painful ex
perience for more than a short
time. I think if someone would
take a picture of Howard,
myself and the three kids
exiting from a restaurant we'd
never eat out again.
Anyway, about last night-1
didn't cook. When Howard got
home he suggested we try a new
seafood restaurant a few blocks
away. Sounded great.
We arrived at the restaurant
and the fun began. We needed a
booster seat and a high chair for
the little kids. No problem. The
waitress helped three year old
Meliss into her booster seat and
seated her next to her older
brother. "Is SHE sittin� next to

ME?", he squawked. "No",
said I, "we'll move her next to
Daddy". In my happy hysteria
at getting out of cooking, I
forgot Meliss was going through
her "I hate Daddy" phase. The
minute I placed her next to
Howard she tried to faint. Our
waitress, Jackie, had moved on
to Baby Richard. When she
reached down to pick him up, he
ran. He's going through his "I
hate strangers" phase. Jackie
was g ame. She took off after
Richard and Jr. took off after
her shouting, "Don't touch him!
He doesn't like strange people
touching him!" While I revived
Meliss, Howard retrieved Jr.,
Richard and the waitress. By
now we had the full attention of
the managers, busboys and all
the other diners. We settled
Meliss next to me and Jr. next
to Daddy. That only left
Richard. Nobody wants to sit
next to him. He likes.to test out

The National Student Educational Fund is sponsoring, for the
second year, the Better Information Project: Prizes in Education
<BIPPIE), a national competition to encourage and recognize
original student produced informational materials.
$500 awards will be given to each of the 12 best entries. Winners
will then give their award money to the student organization or
project of their choice.
Individual students and student organizations are eligible to
enter the competition. All materials may be in any media and must
be aimed at improving the information available to students
concerning campus programs, opportunities and experiences, such
as orientation handbooks or guides for women reentering college.
Materials must have been produced during the 1977-78 or 1978-79
academic years.
Each of the 12 winners will win a trip to Washington, D.C. at
which time the prize money will be awarded at a national In
formation Celebration.
Application packets are available from the National Student
Educational Fund, 2000 P Street, NW, Suite 305, Washington, D.C.
20036.
Over 330 students entered the 1977-78 BIPPIE contest. In
formation from last year's competition is currently being compiled
into a Project Research Report, and will be available in late 1978.

his pitching arm by throwing
food at the closest person. He
ended up sitting on the aisle side
of the table.
When Jackie asked for the
orders, Jr. and Meliss said,
"Hamburgers". "We don't have
hamburgers",
she
smiled
weakly. How about a fish
burger? " "That sounds yukky",
said Meliss. "Yeah", said Jr.
"What else have ya got?" At
this point Howard stepped in
and ordered for everybody.
Jackie returned with the kids
cokes and that was her second
mistake. Before she could get
the last coke on the table Jr. had
drained his glass. "You sure
serve smell cokes here", he
said. "How about another one
without the ice?" "No more
coke", I threatened. "Ahhh ,
Mom".
Now the dinner arrives.
Meliss asked Jr. where fish
came from. While Howard and I
our mouths stuffed he gave her
book, line and verse on fishing
with worms <she's terrified of
worms}, told her how the fishes
heads were chopped off with a
HUGE knife and then cleaned
and frozen. Meliss screamed.
Neighboring diners looked ill
and quickly called for their
checks, leaving half full plates
behind them. Richard had lost
no time polishing off his dinner
and was now ready for some
exercise. He stood up in the high
chair and flung a spoon at a Sr.
citizen. H o ward made our
apologies to the stunned Sr. and
flagged Jackie down for the
check.
As I wrestled the kids into
coats
and
sweaters,
the
manager made Howard an offer
we couldn't refuse. He said the
next time we planned to come to
his restaurant for dinner, he'd
pay us to eat at his competitors!

